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Thumbelina

A woman wants a little Noun , and when she goes to a witch that's exactly what she gets. Thumbelina is

borne of a kernel of barley-corn.

Thumbelina lives with the woman who wished for her, with tiny possessions befitting her size. She is pretty and

sings beautifully. But one night an ugly old toad steals into the Noun and sees in Thumbelina a bride

for her even uglier son. (Who can only croak, though the mom can speak.) She Verb - Present ends in S

Thumbelina away from the only Noun she's known.

Thumbelina is held captive on a lily pad in a marsh until some fish - who understand her plight - sever the lily

pad, allowing it to float away. Thumbelina's praises are sung by the birds she passes, and she's Verb - 

Past Tense by a butterfly as she sails downriver on her lily pad boat.

Until along comes a Noun , who also sees in Thumbelina a potential wife. That is, until the other

Noun - Plural convince him how ugly Thumbelina is.

Poor Thumbelina; rejected by a Noun , though she'd had no interest in becoming Mrs. Noun .

Her self-image suffering, Thumbelina fares it alone for a summer, but then the weather starts turning cold.

Facing



certain death, she find the Noun of an old field-mouse and Verb - Present ends in S for food.

The kind old field-mouse takes Thumbelina in, Verb - Present ends in ING her and keeping her warm in return

for her company. Unfortunately, the field-mouse thinks highly of her blind old neighbor, a mole, and thinks

Thumbelina the perfect match for him. Thumbelina finds herself facing again an Adjective marriage, but

this time she doesn't want to disappoint the old field-mouse woman who has been so good to her.

Thumbelina helps back to life a Noun left for dead, and a year later he returns to save her from her

pending nuptials. She flies on his back to a Adjective meadow, where she discovers that in each flower

dwells a tiny person. Her people!

Naturally, there's an eligible prince who sees Thumbelina and falls for her beauty, and Thumbelina seems okay

with him too - seeing as how he's neither toad, Noun nor mole. Thumbelina is renamed May Blossom,

given a pair of Verb - Present ends in ING wings, and likely lives happily ever after.
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